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T
he Hermitage is a beautiful family hotel entwined into the hillside on the golden sandy bay of

Biodola, a former fishing village on the island of Elba - one of the major islands of the protected

Tuscan archipelago. Rich in history and offering a variety of landscapes, Elba became famous

when Napoleon chose to be exiled there as ruler. With an abundance of beaches and cliff-rimmed

coves accessible only by boat, the hotel is situated directly on one of the most beautiful, equipped with a

private pier where guests can rent boats for exclusive coastal tours. Set amidst fauna rich landscapes, accom-

modation predominantly consists of charming cottages, all with patio or balcony graced with bougainvillea,

whilst other rooms are located in the modern main building. It is renowned for its exceptional customer service,

specialising in catering for the needs of families. With an understated style of whitewashed walls, Mediterrane-

an coloured fabrics and elegant furniture, the focus is on high quality and exclusivity. All rooms are equipped

with climate control, free Wi-Fi, Sat TV, bathrooms with bathtub and shower, robe and slippers and luxury

bath compliments. Family Rooms are Classic or Sea View. A jacuzzi in the Junior Suites offer an oasis of

relaxation to compliment the Hermitage Beauty Spa's body and facial treatments using Medical Life products,

thalassotherapy and more. Indulge in respite in the large Jacuzzi pool overlooking the crystal bay, or swim up

to a cocktail in the Caribbean in-pool bar. For the more sporty, the hotel has a nine-hole CONI approved golf

course and driving range, 9 (8 clay) tennis courts, both providing professional coaching. It is also the registered

centre on Elba for PADI diving. For walking enthusiasts there is a 3km "path of health," scenic route. The

Hermitage provides a range of dining experiences, from its main terraced restaurant offering traditional cuisine,

to the open kitchens of Fuoco di Bosco Restaurant serving a variety of light dishes and seafood specialities that

can be enjoyed by the saltwater pool. A Wellbeing Menu provides tasty vegetarian options. The Ghiotta

Restaurant and Bar is situated on an exclusive outdoor terrace by the beach. A unique restaurant dedicated just

for children serves tasty, healthy meals in a playful environment. Hotel Hermitage has the most prestigious

conference centre on the Island and can cater for over 400.

Hotel Hermitage,
www.hotelhermitage.it

Hotel Hermitage
ITS EXCLUSIVE LOCATION WILL MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO

SINK INTO A COMPLETELY RELAXED ATMOSPHERE
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